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(The ss beatup my brain before I could write this, electroshocks, concussions, and sleep deprivation. This is after months of brain attacks. So my 

writing isn’t at it’s best. That’s the way it was when I wrote ‘Is The CIA Out of Control’. 24 years later they sent my van out of control, toward a 

giant lake.) 

A new order has apparently taking hold of things. Of course the name itself, Trrrump, has biblical symbolics, like 

trumpet, announcing a new order, 72 years after the 3rd Reich which ended in 1945. Now the 45th president has been 

ushered into office, I mean elected. Coincidentally 45 on the clock, begins the zodiac calendar, and like I wrote 3 months 

ago, the Nazi’s were obsessed with the occult. Since Trump took office, things have been off the charts, especially from 

my perspective. Unprecedented events have rocked my world, each of which would have required an Executive Order. 

On the 47th anniversary of the WTC topping out party (WTC for world trade center. I’m a 9.11 conspiracy theorist), the SS 

tried to send my van (my home) into a giant lake (47 is beheading symbolism, and this event is known as the ADD). On 

the 62nd anniversary of the WTC inception, the SS either fractured or broke my neck (the CNA). 125 days after Trump 

said ‘Take care Dave’ on live TV, at the 2018 SOUA, a hit attempt occurred (some guy armed with a big knife, hitting my 

van violently and ordering me out, in the ded of nite. This is the AMA). 125 is 9.11 symbolism, and coincidentally so is 

225, with 9.11.2001 occurring on the 225th anniversary of the 9.11.1776 Staten Island Peace Conference, where the 

British assumed the colonists were done.  

3 months ago I did a write up on the SS, and a write up on Trump’s caravans, and the SS came at me with a road rage hit 

attempt, by a crazy man (also unprecedented). I had written how the SS funded Hitler’s rise to power, and supplied his 

army with oil shipments under a foreign flag, and how Hitler’s 3rd Reich ended in 1945, and coincidentally Trump is the 

45th president, 72 years later. Symbolically 72 translates to GB, and my 9.11 research calls GB Great Britain, which was 

breaking news on my new site www.StillDigging.Com, back in October, since the 9.11 revelations, suggested a British 

connection. I also did a write up on the Caravan’s, and suggested the CIA mite be instigating the Caravan’s so Trump 

would have the excuse to declare a humanitarian crisis, since the two events were simultaneous, and the U.S. never had 

a caravan problem before. I also wrote how Newsom shows up in time to stall the Bullet train, leaving 2.5 billion dollars 

in federal funds dangling in front of Trump, while he’s battling congress for border wall money (They had their arms 

around each other when Trump visited CALI, back in November, after people lost their home to fire (I couldn’t help 

thinking of the Apprentice “yor fired!), and after Trump just lost the house to the Democrats, and on the 12th 

anniversary, when the SS tried to take my home away in a staged accident). 

The next day on 2-20-19 I do a write up on why to invoke the 25th. (Please See The 25th). The next day, there’s this tuff 

guy at my window, just standing there, no excuse, no reason, an isolated spot. The next day the Terminator shows up 

(repeated hit attempts by the same guy (looks military), the last 1.5 years, which is also unprecedented. In one case he 

took a swing upon passing, a month before the AMA. That was the day the SS started staging armed guards in their hit 

attempts.). This time he brushes by my open window (while my tummy is full), within arms length, and gives me this 

look. This happened in an isolated spot, with nobody around, so he had no reason for being there. That nite while I’m 

tucked in my bed, in the back of the van, the SS shows up, and starts talking like we know each other and says “How do 

you stay alive”? I was like, was that a death thret or somtin, after I suggested invoking the 25th amendment. Three days 

later the SS tries to smash into my van.   

I wrote reasons for invoking the 25th  

The government shutdown cost the economy 3 billion dollars; He ignores congress, the will of the people (now 

subpoena is the order of the day); he publicly called our democracy an experiment, and acts like a tyrant; he publicly 

declared to congress he’ll misappropriate funds, to fund his border wall and now licks his chops at 2.5 billion from the 

stalled bullet train in CALI, and his fantasy Space Force received a 20 billion dollar infusion; Disaster relief from 

hurricane Maria, was slow to come, costing lives in Puerto Rico; the suspicion is the CIA instigated the caravan’s, as 

the excuse to declare a national emergency; why obstruct the Mueller probe, if he didn’t conspire?; CALI  has sued the 

administration at least 47 times, costing millions in tax dollars; He thinks and acts like a tyrant, and doesn’t believe in 
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our Democracy. His associates have hobnobbed with dictator’s and blatantly ignored the rule of law, sending some to 

prison.  

I also wrote how Trump openly expressed his plans to retaliate against the Russian probe, using his whipping boy 

Lindsey to exact vengeance against investigator’s doing their job out of concern for the nation, and had McCabe fired for 

lying about leaking to the press (another Irishman goes down). (I couldn’t help thinking of the Trump McCain feud, who 

died at 81, the reverse of 18. In 9.11 symbolism, the 18th letter is R “AR”, for American Revolution). (The suspicion is 

brain cancer is SS capital punishment).  McCain was apparently diagnosed after he single handedly scuttled Trump’s 

signature legislation, to replace Obama care. McCabe was fired with just 26 hours to go to get his pension. The 26th 

letter is Z, ‘the last’, symbolic in my 9.11 research. 

Then on 2.26 I do a write up on Trumps National Emergency suggesting the CIA mite have instigated the caravans, so the 

SS tries to Guillotine me with nerve gas a week later on 3.4.19 (that was after  7hours of entry the nite before). That was 

after a hit attempt the day before (tuff guy on my heels making loud sucking sounds. I should’ve got him a milk bottle). 

This was after they attacked my teeth the last 4 days, and the day after they tried to smash up my van with a Metro bus. 

The number 34 is in my 9.11 reserch, and seems to mean, “for 3” “for KG III” “for my latest theory suggesting a British 

connection”. (KG for King George). (JFK was even threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 stock crash. Nine days 

later he’s shot. In my research 9 translates to “I”.). 

In Trump’s National Emergency declaration, he cited a National Security crisis at the border. Yet 10 days later the IC 

issued a joint statement that there was no crisis at the border. (please see Trump the liar), and before his 2.16 

declaration, the IC review didn’t mention any crisis. There was also the suspicion that the caravan’s were being 

instigated, as the excuse for the declaration. I hate to say it, but this guy looks dirty. The first open dirty president (yeah I 

did it, so whacha gonna do aboud it). He seems to fit the mold of his associates, who have since gone to prison. 

(I later noted the 1976 National Emergencies Act, coincides with 1776 DOI, the reason for the 9.11.1776 SIPC.) 

 

TO BE CONTINUED 

9.11 and Coincidental History  

Theory suggests that 9-11 was an inside job, plotted decades ago, before the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, 

in retaliation for the past. (The latest data suggests a connection to the American Revolution).  

 King George III ran the American Revolution, from the British side, so III = 3, 3 shots rang out in Dallas, JFK had 3 kids, 

3 terms in the house, 3 years as president, 3 hobo’s were cot, the limo sped thru the triple underpass, etc. 

 King George III coronated 1760, JFK elected 1960 

 King George was 22, JFK shot 11-22, the 11 is probably related to the 9-11-1776 Staten Island Peace Conference. 

 JFK shot 1963, 63=21+21+21, 21 is also 9 on the clock, the 9th letter is I, so 63 translates to III.  

 JFK was born 52 years after the Civil War, 52wks is symbolic for revolution. Dealey Plaza is also shaped like 52. 

 The latest data suggests 90 is revolution symbolism, since 90 degrees, is symbolically at the top of the clock. 

  9-11 was 90 years after the 1911 bust up of Big OIL Trust , by the 1890 SAA (Sherman Antitrust act) ( S,A,A is 19, 1, 

1) (add 90 to 1911 and you get 2001, 9.11 presumably comes from 1911). So the number 90 appears prevalent in 9-

11 symbolism. UA175 hit at 903, the first WTC hit was in 1990 + 3, and UA93 converts to 90+3. (The latest data 

suggests 3 is symbolic for King George III). The Trust was busted up by the 1890 SAA act, and SAA converts to 19-1-

1, with S being the 19 letter. There were 19 hijackers, and most were from SA (Saudi Arabia). The WTC architect 

helped build the SA airport. SAA converting to 19.1.1, contains 9.1.1 and is symbolically the reverse of Lee’s birthday 

1.19 (Robert E Lee). Reverse symbolism is frequent in 9.11 research. 
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 For example General Lee’s name is reversed in the name of the WTC designer, and 9.11 is symbolically the reverse of 

Lee’s birthday 1.19. Robert E Lee’s first campaign was on Cheat Hill on 9-11-1861 

 The British owned ManHatten in 1664, 119 years later the AR ends. And 64 is the reverse of 46. Bush, born in 1946, 

stood on the rubble, wearing hat 164. The SS roze to power (according to theory) 64 years after the Civil War, on the 

heels of the 1929 stock crash. Robert E Lee’s estate was turned into Arlington cemetery in 1864. AA77 buzzed 

Arlington, seconds before crashing into the Pentagon, after a 64 minute flite.  

 The latest data suggests 46 symbolically reverses 64, and the British owned ManHattan in 1664. 

 AA11 hit the north tower at 846, after a 46 minute flight, and the 9-11 president was born in 1946, and was the 46th 

governor of Texas. 9-11 occurred 46 years after the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, and the 1911 bust 

up of Big Oil, was 46 years after the Civil War. JFK was 46, and the Garrison trial was on 4-6.  

 The first WTC hit was 14 til 9, and Robert E Lee became fatally ill on the 9th month for 14 days, and 9.11 was 3 dayz 

shy of the 100th anniversary of the Mckinnley hit on 9-14 (who had JD investigated). JD died 3 yrs shy of his 100th 

birthday. Bush stood on the 9.11 rubble, on 9-14.  

 The latest data suggests 34 is symbolic for “3 For” or rather “For 3”. 

 Also JFK was was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock crash, and in 1911 Big OIL was busted into 34 

pieces, and JFK was shot on his 34th month as prez, and his wife was 34 years old, and Bush filed on 3-4 for the  
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